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About This Game

Gamers, this is a beta test, an early access game! Please understand the bugs and write to us when you find them.
Many issues have already been resolved, changes will be published in the next build. Build is being tested in Steam.

Write here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/903710/discussions/0/

Remember the days of online shooters, remember sleepless nights in computer clubs, emotions, adrenaline, rapture and rage.
The multiplayer shooter Headshot VR will immerse you in a dynamic atmosphere of virtual reality using the HTC Vive.

Features:
- multiplayer game mode 5x5

- communication with players (you can talk with players)
- choice of 3 (currently) maps

- a choice of 7 weapons
- control with weapons when using layouts

- shooting mode
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Title: Headshot VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
VR Studio
Publisher:
VR Studio
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 970

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: n/a

English
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Had been looking for a long time for this time of game... Came out better than expected. Really great game.. Yet another Far
Cry game where I was bored. I'm beginning to sense a pattern, so I'll probably never play a Far Cry game again. Let's start out
with the positives: The villain, Vaas, was beautifully written, however he did not seem to get much screen time. The
environment was breathtaking at times, and I have not encountered any other game that captures the tropical motif like Far Cry
3.

Now to the negatives: I found the gunplay to be really, REALLY boring. Every gun felt the same, there was no kick, there was
no reward. A main part of the game is crafting, so you have to hunt animals. The game gives general locations of where the
animals spawn, however I could not find a single one, every time. This meant that I was unable to craft better gear. The driving
felt bland as well, and there seemed to be no reason to take one vehicle over another. Overall, the game play was unbearably
boring, and I could not force myself to play anymore.. I am a person who grew up playing JRPGs, but I've never been a big fan
of some WRPGs or RPGs on PC. In my opinion, sometimes they seem to bog the player down managing trivial details such as
repairing armor, managing backpack space, and the narrative falls far behind. I was pleased to see that this game has an
interesting campaign and the gameplay does not bog the player down in senseless micromanaging.

Disciples Gold: Sacred Lands is a pretty good, but dated game. I bought this on a steam sale for $0.79, and I think it will yield
many great hours of gameplay. The game seems pretty well done as far as the presentation is concerned. The game play took a
little bit of figuring out, but I'd say I've pretty well got it now and I've never read the manual. To me, it reminds me a little bit of
warcraft when it comes to the overworld and resource management. The fights play out like a simplified version of a turn based
game. You do not really control what actions the players take or the order in which they take turns, but you control who they
attack or heal, as well as the ability to skip players or run away. So, in some regards, it plays out like a top down Strategy RPG,
but instead of the fight actions being represented merely as points of damage, it goes to a separate fight mode where the player
has the ability to influence the outcome of fights. Then after the fight is done, it goes back to the overworld.

All in all, I'd recommend the game, especially if you can get it on sale. 79 cents is a steal, and I'll be looking forward to playing
more of this game.. I Love the Hell Creek Formation and the choice you have on what dinosaur you have to live as and grow in
a world that you have to avoid the eat or be eaten. The Design of the land and creature is very good. I like it when you get into a
battle or flee from a battle the music changes.

I feel the game still has a long way before its done but I very much recommend the game for the video game side and the
paleontology aspects.

5\/10 Controls

6\/10- Graphic's

7\/10 -Over All

I really want to see this game make it out of Early Access, So I wish the best to this and well see in the end.. Just amazing
simulator... DLCs are great but wait to get those at sale
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A Dungeon crawler that never really develops into anything . You swing your sword at crates or enemies and thats it . You get
gold that you can buy other weapons but you just carry on and on . Got boring very quick . Shame as the graphics are good and
there could have been much more here .. Pretty fun game. Confusing menu system for game matchup. The good old days :)

I have played the demo to this as a kid and I only had 2 levels. Having replayed it now, as an adult, I realise in one of the
missions I was shooting everything that moved when in fact some were enemies some were allies :)
+1 you can kill allies
+1 you DO ran out of ammo
+1 there is more than one type of mission (kill these targets, escort friendlies, protect this while destroying that

go for medium dificulty, easy might be too easy.

I am now 6 hours into the game and i haven't finished it yet.

-1 for the modern age you might argue the graphics is outdated - but you can play it on 800x600 which is more than decent for a
game over 18 years old.
-1 you might argue that it can be repetetive at times - some missions are similar to the others

-1/+1 the name of the planets - I think there is one named "pointless planet" and others with name among those names - not
much inspiration or puns intended.. Graphics}---
☐ Masterpiece
☑ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☐ Try not to get addicted
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
☐ Just dont

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☑ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☑ Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
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☐ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
☑ Minimum
☐ Decent
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☐ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Physics}---
☐ Realistic
☑ Good Enough
☐ Mediocre
☐ Minecraft

---{Story}---
☑ It doesn't have.
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

---{Bugs}---
☐ Countless Bugs.
☐ Lots of Bugs.
☑ Few Bugs.
☐ No Bugs.. Not worth getting it IMHO.

- The movement are not smooth. (Especially during attack + dash)
- The bosses attack are homing, no matter where you dash away it will auto follow you, unless you dash at the right timing you
can dodge it. And their attack have no cool down they just spam non stop, but they die fast tho.
- The whole game only has 4 quest, and you really need to read their dialogue because they don't give hint on the map where to
go next. ( Wasted lots of time walking around the whole map to trigger cutscene. )
- Most of their monster are duplicates while just changing their element and color looks.
- Out of the 5 weapons, the most imba weapon could only be the 2handed greatsword, while the rest are totally useless and could
only use for unlocking achievement. ( Due to the fact that this game only needs to do is hit and run method. )
- Lastly you are required to manually save at any point of time, if you died somehow most likely it will restart at your last saved..
First off I must say that this game is what it appears right off the back from the trailer; simplistic, low-res graphics and rather
short. Despite that however, this game was extremely fun. Just finished playing through my first run-through with 3 minutes left
to go... Yeah I suck lol. One thing that bothered me and slowed down my progress completely was the fact that the controls were
a bit wonky with the environment. When carrying pictures over to a table in order to organize them, they would either slip out of
my hands mid-teleporting or when the object collides with another in-game, static-rendered object. Other than that, the puzzles
were in fact quite challenging and surely time consuming. I would like to see even more rooms expanded and not just 2 rooms to
house 3-4 puzles. If this first level contained maybe 3 or even 4 rooms with the puzzles spread out, that would have been
absolutely great! Another note would be to expand the variety of objects needed to solve said puzzles. Its obvious that keys open
locks, puzzles are either number or word answers, and the only real objects that played a big role in this were framed portraits of
victims and projector slides. There could be so so much more that could be included to make the a killer game. Overall, its
worth the $1.00 purchase for a quick, fun, brain deceiving puzzle game. I greatly look forward to future levels and further
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updates!. Good
: Appropriate difficulty
: General game system(dash, upgrade, finding new weapones, etc...)
: The overriding factor is fun

Bad
: Some major bugs(In this situation u should restart that stage. Such as missing boss, falling beyond wall)
: Everytime u turn on this game ur control settings are reset

Thx for reading my poor english comment. I've bought this game based solely on the reviews and oh boy I believe it's worth it
only if one buys it on like 50% sale. It starts really nice and the quality of writing is pretty great and it was really interesting up
till the endings. Those are too abrupt. This game feels like it should be at least twice the current size. I hit 100% completion in
just 3 hours.

Overall I liked the writing but I really didn't like how half-baked the story felt. However it's an indie game and the base price is
not too steep and I believe I shouldn't judge it too harshly. So it's a recommendation bearing in mind its shortness. Buy it on
sale.. It is short, very short, really short and you should
decide if you love your money or you love short stories more then your money.

And the nudity tag? WTF did tag it, there is no nudity, not even with a lot of fantasy
- thats a big problem.
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